
It is to see the ‘big picture’ that I readIt is to see the ‘big picture’ that I read

psychiatric books – to see the wood despitepsychiatric books – to see the wood despite

the trees. Forests of the latter are felled tothe trees. Forests of the latter are felled to

keep us abreast of new knowledge in thekeep us abreast of new knowledge in the

form of mostly ephemeral journal articles.form of mostly ephemeral journal articles.

By the ‘big picture’ I mean principles andBy the ‘big picture’ I mean principles and

assumptions: the methods we use to under-assumptions: the methods we use to under-

stand the subject matter, the key organisingstand the subject matter, the key organising

ideas, analyses of the contexts in which weideas, analyses of the contexts in which we

practise (social, political and ethical), andpractise (social, political and ethical), and

so on.so on.

I have belonged to book groups for overI have belonged to book groups for over

25 years. However, although books have25 years. However, although books have

always been central to my life, I think I amalways been central to my life, I think I am

probably more inclined to the visual.probably more inclined to the visual.

Cinematic images, for example, can illumi-Cinematic images, for example, can illumi-

nate emotions and relationships with anate emotions and relationships with a

special immediacy. Where the power liesspecial immediacy. Where the power lies

in the relationship between a professionalin the relationship between a professional

and client is instantly exposed when theand client is instantly exposed when the

social worker in Mike Leigh’s filmsocial worker in Mike Leigh’s film SecretsSecrets

and Liesand Lies explains to her client that herexplains to her client that her

special expertise and sensitivity are requiredspecial expertise and sensitivity are required

to assist in the search for her biologicalto assist in the search for her biological

mother, while at the same time surrepti-mother, while at the same time surrepti-

tiously sneaking a glance at her watch totiously sneaking a glance at her watch to

see how long it is until her next engage-see how long it is until her next engage-

ment. A film like Kirostami’sment. A film like Kirostami’s TenTen, record-, record-

ing conversations between a woman drivering conversations between a woman driver

and a sequence of passengers, reveals withand a sequence of passengers, reveals with

perfect economy practically all we need toperfect economy practically all we need to

know about the position of women inknow about the position of women in

Iranian society, as well as counteringIranian society, as well as countering

pernicious ‘them’ and ‘us’ polarities spurredpernicious ‘them’ and ‘us’ polarities spurred

on by our tabloid press. Is there a betteron by our tabloid press. Is there a better

basis for training in cultural diversity?basis for training in cultural diversity?

I feel honoured to have been invited toI feel honoured to have been invited to

discuss my ‘ten books’. At the same time Idiscuss my ‘ten books’. At the same time I

know I shall be inadvertently revealingknow I shall be inadvertently revealing

much about myself in my choices as wellmuch about myself in my choices as well

as my omissions. What weight do I attachas my omissions. What weight do I attach

to novels, for example? I will leave that toto novels, for example? I will leave that to

later. These are the ten books that I believelater. These are the ten books that I believe

have most influenced my professionalhave most influenced my professional

development. The order is not ranked; Idevelopment. The order is not ranked; I

have grouped them as far as I can by theme.have grouped them as far as I can by theme.

The law and mental illnessThe law and mental illness

When I was a medical student I thoughtWhen I was a medical student I thought

that psychiatry was by far the most inter-that psychiatry was by far the most inter-

esting specialty. However, its potential foresting specialty. However, its potential for

social control troubled me. In fact I wrote asocial control troubled me. In fact I wrote a

paper on this subject with Sid Bloch, apaper on this subject with Sid Bloch, a

registrar at the Royal Melbourne Hospitalregistrar at the Royal Melbourne Hospital

at the time, for the Melbourne Universityat the time, for the Melbourne University

magazine. Perhaps fortunately, I can’t findmagazine. Perhaps fortunately, I can’t find

a copy to re-read. My MD thesis was on thea copy to re-read. My MD thesis was on the

subject of compulsory admissions, and thesubject of compulsory admissions, and the

issue has remained a preoccupation withissue has remained a preoccupation with

me.me.

The report of the Percy CommissionThe report of the Percy Commission

(Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1957) is a(Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1957) is a

laborious read, but it is a model of how tolaborious read, but it is a model of how to

approach a major change in the lawapproach a major change in the law

relating to the tricky subject of mentalrelating to the tricky subject of mental

illness. The Royal Commission took evi-illness. The Royal Commission took evi-

dence from all relevant parties for almostdence from all relevant parties for almost

3 years. It recommended fundamental3 years. It recommended fundamental

changes commensurate with the hugechanges commensurate with the huge

changes that had occurred in psychiatricchanges that had occurred in psychiatric

thinking and practice. The report presentedthinking and practice. The report presented

a detailed account of mental health philo-a detailed account of mental health philo-

sophies, practices, prejudices and services.sophies, practices, prejudices and services.

The conclusion that the default treatmentThe conclusion that the default treatment

conditions should be ‘informal’ was revolu-conditions should be ‘informal’ was revolu-

tionary, as was the reliance on medicaltionary, as was the reliance on medical

judgement in determining involuntary ad-judgement in determining involuntary ad-

mission in the first instance. Its discussionmission in the first instance. Its discussion

of the status of ‘psychopathy’ and whetherof the status of ‘psychopathy’ and whether

it justified compulsion under a mentalit justified compulsion under a mental

health act is comprehensive. The circularityhealth act is comprehensive. The circularity

of the diagnosis, famously highlighted byof the diagnosis, famously highlighted by

Baroness Wootton – mental abnormality isBaroness Wootton – mental abnormality is

inferred from the antisocial behaviour,inferred from the antisocial behaviour,

while the antisocial behaviour is explainedwhile the antisocial behaviour is explained

by the mental abnormality – was a majorby the mental abnormality – was a major

concern (as was the question of whetherconcern (as was the question of whether

such a personality disorder was treatable).such a personality disorder was treatable).

It was concluded that if training or treat-It was concluded that if training or treat-

ment in hospital were to have any hope ofment in hospital were to have any hope of

success, it must occur early in life. The usesuccess, it must occur early in life. The use

of compulsory powers for this group wasof compulsory powers for this group was

thus supported only if there were evidencethus supported only if there were evidence

of treatability and for those under 21 yearsof treatability and for those under 21 years

of age.of age.

Practice has changed dramatically sincePractice has changed dramatically since

the 1950s. Nevertheless, the thoroughnessthe 1950s. Nevertheless, the thoroughness

of the approach then contrasts sharply withof the approach then contrasts sharply with

the current approach to reform of mentalthe current approach to reform of mental

health legislation. The Richardson Com-health legislation. The Richardson Com-

mittee was given 3 months for its ‘root andmittee was given 3 months for its ‘root and

branch’ review, not 3 years. In governmentbranch’ review, not 3 years. In government

consultation papers, where fundamentalconsultation papers, where fundamental

issues are addressed (usually they areissues are addressed (usually they are

not), this is done superficially. History isnot), this is done superficially. History is

ignored. The discussion about ‘personalityignored. The discussion about ‘personality

disorders’ is a good example; numerousdisorders’ is a good example; numerous

unquestioned assumptions are made.unquestioned assumptions are made.

Paternalism or discrimination?Paternalism or discrimination?

Mental Illness: Prejudice, DiscriminationMental Illness: Prejudice, Discrimination

and the Lawand the Law (Campbell & Heginbotham,(Campbell & Heginbotham,

1991) made me realise that despite all my1991) made me realise that despite all my

attention to the details of mental healthattention to the details of mental health

law, I had missed something obvious andlaw, I had missed something obvious and

shocking. This, rarely appreciated point isshocking. This, rarely appreciated point is

that mental health legislation, by singlingthat mental health legislation, by singling

out the mentally disordered for specialout the mentally disordered for special

attention, becomes inherently discrimina-attention, becomes inherently discrimina-

tory. The principle of paternalism thattory. The principle of paternalism that

governs non-consensual treatment for phy-governs non-consensual treatment for phy-

sically ill people who lack the capacity tosically ill people who lack the capacity to

make treatment decisions for themselvesmake treatment decisions for themselves

should apply just as well to those withshould apply just as well to those with

mental illness. Instead, we have specialmental illness. Instead, we have special

legislation for people with mental disorderslegislation for people with mental disorders

which does not respect their autonomy inwhich does not respect their autonomy in

the same way, and which allows us tothe same way, and which allows us to

enforce treatment on patients who retainenforce treatment on patients who retain

capacity for making treatment decisions,capacity for making treatment decisions,

without needing to ask whether the treat-without needing to ask whether the treat-

ment is in their best interests (as viewedment is in their best interests (as viewed

from their perspective, not of the doctor orfrom their perspective, not of the doctor or

team).team).

Matters are even worse when it comesMatters are even worse when it comes

to compelling treatment for the ‘protectionto compelling treatment for the ‘protection

of others’. Here mental health legislationof others’. Here mental health legislation

conflates paternalism and ‘public protec-conflates paternalism and ‘public protec-

tion’. Public protection turns on the ques-tion’. Public protection turns on the ques-

tion of risk to others: at a level of risk totion of risk to others: at a level of risk to

others that is deemed unacceptable toothers that is deemed unacceptable to

society, all members posing that risk shouldsociety, all members posing that risk should

be equally liable to detention or forcedbe equally liable to detention or forced

remedial interventions. The fact of mentalremedial interventions. The fact of mental

disorder might contribute to the risk, but isdisorder might contribute to the risk, but is

mainly relevant when disposal is at issue.mainly relevant when disposal is at issue.

However, what mental health legislationHowever, what mental health legislation

permits is the detention and compulsorypermits is the detention and compulsory

treatment of those with the label ‘mentaltreatment of those with the label ‘mental

disorder’ even when the risk they posedisorder’ even when the risk they pose

would be judged insufficient to detainwould be judged insufficient to detain

someone without this label – who wouldsomeone without this label – who would

need to be convicted of an offence beforeneed to be convicted of an offence before

detention.detention.

Campbell & Heginbotham point outCampbell & Heginbotham point out

that underlying our blindness to thisthat underlying our blindness to this

discrimination are prejudicial stereotypesdiscrimination are prejudicial stereotypes

of people with mental illness: that theyof people with mental illness: that they

are inherently incompetent to make sig-are inherently incompetent to make sig-

nificant choices, and that they are danger-nificant choices, and that they are danger-

ous. What is worrying is that mentalous. What is worrying is that mental

health professionalshealth professionals are just as blind to thisare just as blind to this
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as are lawyers, politicians and taxi drivers.as are lawyers, politicians and taxi drivers.

Generic ‘incapacity legislation’ covering allGeneric ‘incapacity legislation’ covering all

classes of patient, as well as genericclasses of patient, as well as generic

‘dangerousness legislation’ covering all‘dangerousness legislation’ covering all

risky persons, is the only approach thatrisky persons, is the only approach that

respects the principle of justice.respects the principle of justice.

Lessons from history for doctorsLessons from history for doctors

The Nazi DoctorsThe Nazi Doctors by Robert Jay Liftonby Robert Jay Lifton

(1986) is a chilling book describing the(1986) is a chilling book describing the

extreme case of doctors – psychiatristsextreme case of doctors – psychiatrists

sadly prominent among them – acting insadly prominent among them – acting in

the service of the state instead of theirthe service of the state instead of their

patients. Evidence presented by Proctorpatients. Evidence presented by Proctor

(1988), in his excellent history of medicine(1988), in his excellent history of medicine

under the Nazis, indicates that 45% ofunder the Nazis, indicates that 45% of

doctors joined the Nazi party; they weredoctors joined the Nazi party; they were

seven times more likely to join than the restseven times more likely to join than the rest

of the employed population. Seven per centof the employed population. Seven per cent

joined the SS (joined the SS (SchutztaffelSchutztaffel: the Nazi: the Nazi

paramilitary force) and 26% of maleparamilitary force) and 26% of male

doctors were in the SA (doctors were in the SA (SturmabteilungSturmabteilung::

the Nazi terrorist militia). How can this bethe Nazi terrorist militia). How can this be

explained? There were socio-economicexplained? There were socio-economic

factors to be sure, but most significantfactors to be sure, but most significant

was the fact that doctors were offered, andwas the fact that doctors were offered, and

embraced, a special role in the Nazi state.embraced, a special role in the Nazi state.

Rudolf Hess called National SocialismRudolf Hess called National Socialism

‘applied biology’. Doctors were ‘biological‘applied biology’. Doctors were ‘biological

soldiers’ imbued with a biomedical vision ofsoldiers’ imbued with a biomedical vision of

the state that was to be created. Thisthe state that was to be created. This

involved the purification of the race, ainvolved the purification of the race, a

special kind of public health policy basedspecial kind of public health policy based

on ‘scientific’ principles. A sequence ofon ‘scientific’ principles. A sequence of

policies involved increasingly extreme be-policies involved increasingly extreme be-

haviours on the part of doctors: enforcedhaviours on the part of doctors: enforced

sterilisation; killing impaired babies andsterilisation; killing impaired babies and

children; ‘euthanasia’, a euphemism forchildren; ‘euthanasia’, a euphemism for

killing ‘impaired’ adults with ‘lives un-killing ‘impaired’ adults with ‘lives un-

worthy of life’; killing of impaired andworthy of life’; killing of impaired and

racially undesirable inmates of concentra-racially undesirable inmates of concentra-

tion camps; and finally, the mass killing oftion camps; and finally, the mass killing of

entire racial groups inentire racial groups in EinsatzkommmandoEinsatzkommmando

operations and death camps. By this pointoperations and death camps. By this point

doctors had accepted an extraordinarydoctors had accepted an extraordinary

paradox, which Lifton terms ‘killing asparadox, which Lifton terms ‘killing as

healing’.healing’.

The major part of Lifton’s bookThe major part of Lifton’s book

derives from interviews with Nazi doctorsderives from interviews with Nazi doctors

employed in Auschwitz, as well as survi-employed in Auschwitz, as well as survi-

vors from the medical blocks, includingvors from the medical blocks, including

‘prisoner–doctors’. He explores in detail‘prisoner–doctors’. He explores in detail

how the Nazi doctors could believe thathow the Nazi doctors could believe that

they were acting as doctors, despite a hostthey were acting as doctors, despite a host

of activities directed to mass killing, andof activities directed to mass killing, and

‘research’ of unimaginable cruelty. It is‘research’ of unimaginable cruelty. It is

amazing that hygiene in the camp wasamazing that hygiene in the camp was

discussed seriously and suicides werediscussed seriously and suicides were

followed by an official inquiry. Liftonfollowed by an official inquiry. Lifton

analysed a mental mechanism, termedanalysed a mental mechanism, termed

‘doubling’, which allowed the Nazi doctor‘doubling’, which allowed the Nazi doctor

to maintain two selves: first, an ‘Ausch-to maintain two selves: first, an ‘Ausch-

witz self’ in which the killing–healingwitz self’ in which the killing–healing

paradox was maintained through an al-paradox was maintained through an al-

most transcendental biomedical visionmost transcendental biomedical vision

buttressed by a sense of duty, routinebuttressed by a sense of duty, routine

and loyalty to the group; and second, aand loyalty to the group; and second, a

‘prior self’, which allowed doctors to‘prior self’, which allowed doctors to

behave ‘normally’ with their family out-behave ‘normally’ with their family out-

side. The account is powerfully writtenside. The account is powerfully written

and very persuasive. An extreme case,and very persuasive. An extreme case,

certainly, but there have been many othercertainly, but there have been many other

instances of doctors forsaking their duty toinstances of doctors forsaking their duty to

their patients to serve the interests of thetheir patients to serve the interests of the

state. Lifton argues that the same pro-state. Lifton argues that the same pro-

cesses that doctors use to distance them-cesses that doctors use to distance them-

selves emotionally from the suffering ofselves emotionally from the suffering of

their patients to help them more effectivelytheir patients to help them more effectively

may in certain circumstances be extendedmay in certain circumstances be extended

to denying their patients’ interests.to denying their patients’ interests.

Social meanings of illnessSocial meanings of illness

For a slim volume,For a slim volume, Illness as MetaphorIllness as Metaphor byby

Susan Sontag packs quite a punch. SontagSusan Sontag packs quite a punch. Sontag

(1983) examines the metaphorical uses,(1983) examines the metaphorical uses,

mainly in literature, of two diseases, tuber-mainly in literature, of two diseases, tuber-

culosis and cancer. A large array of quota-culosis and cancer. A large array of quota-

tions build up a striking web of connectionstions build up a striking web of connections

in the popular imagination between illnessin the popular imagination between illness

and a host of personal attributes. Tubercu-and a host of personal attributes. Tubercu-

losis was somehow viewed as refined,losis was somehow viewed as refined,

spiritual, or soulful; Katherine Mansfieldspiritual, or soulful; Katherine Mansfield

was described on the day of her death aswas described on the day of her death as

more beautiful than ever before. By way ofmore beautiful than ever before. By way of

contrast, Sontag shows how cancer spawnscontrast, Sontag shows how cancer spawns

metaphors of a negative character: ofmetaphors of a negative character: of

emotional weakness, repression, inhibition,emotional weakness, repression, inhibition,

depression, of failure to achieve satisfactiondepression, of failure to achieve satisfaction

in life. People with cancer and their familiesin life. People with cancer and their families

are commonly stigmatised. Many of itsare commonly stigmatised. Many of its

metaphors are an incitement to violence –metaphors are an incitement to violence –

to wage war against invading cells, to killto wage war against invading cells, to kill

them by bombarding them with radiation.them by bombarding them with radiation.

Nazis used this metaphor against the JewsNazis used this metaphor against the Jews

in the state. If metaphors of such powerin the state. If metaphors of such power

attach to these two diseases, how muchattach to these two diseases, how much

stronger are they for mental disorders? Asstronger are they for mental disorders? As

doctors we often forget about the socialdoctors we often forget about the social

meaning of illness that patients and theirmeaning of illness that patients and their

relatives have to face. Sontag draws somerelatives have to face. Sontag draws some

worrying conclusions; for example, sheworrying conclusions; for example, she

claims that ‘it is diseases thought to beclaims that ‘it is diseases thought to be

multi-determinedmulti-determined (that is mysterious) that(that is mysterious) that

have the widest possibilities as metaphorshave the widest possibilities as metaphors

for what is felt to be socially or morallyfor what is felt to be socially or morally

wrong’. Perhaps the only way of purifyingwrong’. Perhaps the only way of purifying

illness from metaphoric thinking is byillness from metaphoric thinking is by

revealing its causes. Some hope may berevealing its causes. Some hope may be

drawn from the fact that attitudes to bothdrawn from the fact that attitudes to both

tuberculosis and cancer have changed.tuberculosis and cancer have changed.

Arguably this has now also happened to aArguably this has now also happened to a

significant extent in Alzheimer’s disease,significant extent in Alzheimer’s disease,

and may happen for other mental disorders.and may happen for other mental disorders.

Research into causes has added socialResearch into causes has added social

value.value.

Understanding and explanationUnderstanding and explanation

Michael Shepherd claimed in 1982 thatMichael Shepherd claimed in 1982 that

General PsychopathologyGeneral Psychopathology by Karl Jaspersby Karl Jaspers

‘remains the most important single book to‘remains the most important single book to

have been published on the aims and logichave been published on the aims and logic

of psychological medicine’. In my view thisof psychological medicine’. In my view this

still holds true in 2003. The aims ofstill holds true in 2003. The aims of

General PsychopathologyGeneral Psychopathology were ambi-were ambi-

tious – to ‘survey the entire field of generaltious – to ‘survey the entire field of general

psychopathology and the facts and view-psychopathology and the facts and view-

points of this science’. This required anpoints of this science’. This required an

account of the scope of psychopathology,account of the scope of psychopathology,

its empirical findings, a critical analysis ofits empirical findings, a critical analysis of

its research methods and their range ofits research methods and their range of

application, and an evaluation of its the-application, and an evaluation of its the-

ories. As Jaspers put it: ‘In the midst of allories. As Jaspers put it: ‘In the midst of all

the psychopathological talk, we have tothe psychopathological talk, we have to

learn to know what we know and do notlearn to know what we know and do not

know, to know how and in what sense andknow, to know how and in what sense and

within what limits we know something, bywithin what limits we know something, by

what means that knowledge was gained,what means that knowledge was gained,

and on what it was founded. This is soand on what it was founded. This is so

because knowledge is not a smooth expansebecause knowledge is not a smooth expanse

of uniform and equivalent truths but anof uniform and equivalent truths but an

ordered structure of quite diverse kinds ofordered structure of quite diverse kinds of

validity, importance and essence’. For me,validity, importance and essence’. For me,

the distinction betweenthe distinction between verstehenverstehen (under-(under-

standing) andstanding) and erklarenerklären (causal explanation)(causal explanation)

is an indispensable organising principle.is an indispensable organising principle.

Causal explanation follows the methodsCausal explanation follows the methods

of the natural sciences. It seeks to discernof the natural sciences. It seeks to discern

regularities between phenomena that areregularities between phenomena that are

objective, law-like and general. Under-objective, law-like and general. Under-

standing – that is, grasping meaningfulstanding – that is, grasping meaningful

connections – follows different principles.connections – follows different principles.

How ‘one psychic event emerges fromHow ‘one psychic event emerges from

another’ is understood by us directly,another’ is understood by us directly,

irreducibly, by empathy – that is, by ima-irreducibly, by empathy – that is, by ima-

gining oneself in the shoes of the other.gining oneself in the shoes of the other.

Understanding is not law-like; it is parti-Understanding is not law-like; it is parti-

cular: ‘anything really meaningful tends tocular: ‘anything really meaningful tends to

have a concrete form and generalisationhave a concrete form and generalisation

destroys it’. Jaspers went on to examine thedestroys it’. Jaspers went on to examine the

relationship between understanding andrelationship between understanding and

disorder. Understanding sometimes reachesdisorder. Understanding sometimes reaches

an end-point where despite every effort toan end-point where despite every effort to

empathise with a person’s predicament, hisempathise with a person’s predicament, his

or her experiences or behaviour areor her experiences or behaviour are

‘ununderstandable’‘ununderstandable’ – ‘one psychic event– ‘one psychic event

follows another quite incomprehensibly; itfollows another quite incomprehensibly; it

seems to follow arbitrarily rather thanseems to follow arbitrarily rather than
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emerge’. Thus, we encounter signs of aemerge’. Thus, we encounter signs of a

mental illness, and to take things further wemental illness, and to take things further we

must resort to ‘causal explanation’ – to seemust resort to ‘causal explanation’ – to see

it from ‘the outside’. Hence the distinctionit from ‘the outside’. Hence the distinction

between ‘process’ and understandable ‘re-between ‘process’ and understandable ‘re-

action’, the former representing a disconti-action’, the former representing a disconti-

nuity or breach in the subject’s psychic life.nuity or breach in the subject’s psychic life.

Jaspers’s distinction between under-Jaspers’s distinction between under-

standing and explanation is, of course,standing and explanation is, of course,

problematic from a research perspective.problematic from a research perspective.

We may find it difficult to agree where theWe may find it difficult to agree where the

limits of the meaningful lie. Jaspers saw alimits of the meaningful lie. Jaspers saw a

claim of sorts for impartiality when ‘claim of sorts for impartiality when ‘under-under-

standingstanding is fair, many sided, open, andis fair, many sided, open, and

critically conscious of its limitations’. Thecritically conscious of its limitations’. The

problem remains recalcitrant. A book thatproblem remains recalcitrant. A book that

considers the problem from a contempor-considers the problem from a contempor-

ary viewpoint isary viewpoint is Mind, Meaning andMind, Meaning and

Mental DisorderMental Disorder by Bolton & Hill (1996).by Bolton & Hill (1996).

McHugh & Slaveney’sMcHugh & Slaveney’s The Perspectives ofThe Perspectives of

PsychiatryPsychiatry, inspired by Jaspers, is an, inspired by Jaspers, is an

excellent, accessible book for the youngerexcellent, accessible book for the younger

trainee (McHugh & Slaveney, 1996).trainee (McHugh & Slaveney, 1996).

The origins of depressionThe origins of depression

Unhappy events clearly can make us sad;Unhappy events clearly can make us sad;

but can life events cause mental illness? Thebut can life events cause mental illness? The

answer would seem to be yes, but thisanswer would seem to be yes, but this

apparently simple hypothesis is difficult toapparently simple hypothesis is difficult to

test scientifically. In part this is because oftest scientifically. In part this is because of

one of the key Jaspersian problems: the linkone of the key Jaspersian problems: the link

between understanding and causal explana-between understanding and causal explana-

tion.tion. Social Origins of DepressionSocial Origins of Depression byby

George Brown and Tirril Harris tacklesGeorge Brown and Tirril Harris tackles

the problem head-on: ‘It is clear we mustthe problem head-on: ‘It is clear we must

accept that what is going on in a person’saccept that what is going on in a person’s

life, a person’s perception of this, and thelife, a person’s perception of this, and the

way change and the perception of changeway change and the perception of change

are reported by him may all differ . . . whoseare reported by him may all differ . . . whose

perspective do we take about life events andperspective do we take about life events and

the changes they entail? . . . Much willthe changes they entail? . . . Much will

depend on what we are trying to do but itdepend on what we are trying to do but it

is difficult to contemplate any way ofis difficult to contemplate any way of

dealing with such multiple perspectivesdealing with such multiple perspectives

without the investigator at some stagewithout the investigator at some stage

imposing hisimposing his ownown viewpoint of the world’viewpoint of the world’

(Brown & Harris, 1978).(Brown & Harris, 1978).

With the device of ‘contextual’ ratingsWith the device of ‘contextual’ ratings

of life events for ‘threat’, Brown & Harrisof life events for ‘threat’, Brown & Harris

ingeniously manage to bring together theingeniously manage to bring together the

perspectives of the subject and the observer,perspectives of the subject and the observer,

the subjective and the objective. A model ofthe subjective and the objective. A model of

the origins of depression is constructedthe origins of depression is constructed

relating life events, ‘vulnerability’ andrelating life events, ‘vulnerability’ and

‘symptom formation’ factors and is sub-‘symptom formation’ factors and is sub-

jected to rigorous testing. Today, a morejected to rigorous testing. Today, a more

sophisticated statistical approach would besophisticated statistical approach would be

used, and the contextual ratings wouldused, and the contextual ratings would

have been further refined, but the studyhave been further refined, but the study

remains seminal. The writing is also aremains seminal. The writing is also a

model of clarity.model of clarity.

Popper and the role of scientificPopper and the role of scientific
testingtesting

What constitutes science is difficult toWhat constitutes science is difficult to

define. When I read Karl Popper’s bookdefine. When I read Karl Popper’s book

The Logic of Scientific DiscoveryThe Logic of Scientific Discovery (Popper,(Popper,

1959), I began to understand the relation-1959), I began to understand the relation-

ship between the play of creativity andship between the play of creativity and

imagination in science on the one hand, andimagination in science on the one hand, and

the nature of hypothesis-testing on thethe nature of hypothesis-testing on the

other. Inother. In Conjectures and RefutationsConjectures and Refutations,,

Popper (1963) described how he came toPopper (1963) described how he came to

contrast the nature of Einstein’s theory ofcontrast the nature of Einstein’s theory of

relativity with psychoanalysis. (After perso-relativity with psychoanalysis. (After perso-

nal contact with Alfred Adler, he was for anal contact with Alfred Adler, he was for a

while involved in social work with deprivedwhile involved in social work with deprived

youngsters in ‘social guidance clinics’ inyoungsters in ‘social guidance clinics’ in

working-class districts of Vienna.) Popperworking-class districts of Vienna.) Popper

argued that to be scientific, a theory had toargued that to be scientific, a theory had to

be empirically testable, but that the re-be empirically testable, but that the re-

lationship between falsifiability and verifi-lationship between falsifiability and verifi-

cation was ‘asymmetrical’; only the formercation was ‘asymmetrical’; only the former

can be conclusive, and even if a theory iscan be conclusive, and even if a theory is

consistent with one set of observationsconsistent with one set of observations

predicted by it, there always remains thepredicted by it, there always remains the

possibility that it will not be so with thepossibility that it will not be so with the

next. The best theories are ‘risky’ ones –next. The best theories are ‘risky’ ones –

that is, ones from which follow manythat is, ones from which follow many

testable (that is falsifiable) predictions,testable (that is falsifiable) predictions,

especially if novel or unexpected. A singleespecially if novel or unexpected. A single

instance in which a prediction fails to beinstance in which a prediction fails to be

observed is sufficient to invalidate theobserved is sufficient to invalidate the

theory. Psychoanalysis is not scientific, hetheory. Psychoanalysis is not scientific, he

argued, because it could be made consistentargued, because it could be made consistent

with virtually all possible predictions.with virtually all possible predictions.

However, he recognised that non-scientificHowever, he recognised that non-scientific

theories may still be of value. Popper notedtheories may still be of value. Popper noted

that theories do not arise inductively fromthat theories do not arise inductively from

systematic observation, but imaginatively,systematic observation, but imaginatively,

from attempts to solve problems. Thefrom attempts to solve problems. The

science is in the testing.science is in the testing.

Popper’s ideas have been severely criti-Popper’s ideas have been severely criti-

cised and he later modified them to takecised and he later modified them to take

account of Kuhn’s (1962) description ofaccount of Kuhn’s (1962) description of

how scientific theories rise and fall in thehow scientific theories rise and fall in the

real world. Popper admitted that testingreal world. Popper admitted that testing

of theories depends on observations, butof theories depends on observations, but

that observations are theory-laden, andthat observations are theory-laden, and

that disputes easily arise about whether orthat disputes easily arise about whether or

not a particular result should count innot a particular result should count in

falsification. In psychiatric research, theo-falsification. In psychiatric research, theo-

ries seem to die out because researchries seem to die out because research

funding based on them dries up. Never-funding based on them dries up. Never-

theless, Popper’s theory continues to define,theless, Popper’s theory continues to define,

at the very least, the direction of travel forat the very least, the direction of travel for

the scientist.the scientist.

The ‘Maudsley approach’The ‘Maudsley approach’

Michael Rutter’s bookMichael Rutter’s book Maternal Depriva-Maternal Depriva-

tion Reassessedtion Reassessed (Rutter, 1972) had an(Rutter, 1972) had an

enormous impact on me. It is a model ofenormous impact on me. It is a model of

a critical review. A 150-pagea critical review. A 150-page tour de forcetour de force

of systematic and rigorous examination, itof systematic and rigorous examination, it

redefines a key research area. Further,redefines a key research area. Further,

numerous hypotheses are proposed, andnumerous hypotheses are proposed, and

are in turn tested for inconsistencies againstare in turn tested for inconsistencies against

the evidence available (around 450 pub-the evidence available (around 450 pub-

lications). In this respect, the approachlications). In this respect, the approach

would no doubt have met with Popper’swould no doubt have met with Popper’s

approval.approval.

The book also represents the ‘MaudsleyThe book also represents the ‘Maudsley

approach’ at its finest. Aubrey Lewis in anapproach’ at its finest. Aubrey Lewis in an

interview once stated that ‘Maudsley psy-interview once stated that ‘Maudsley psy-

chiatry’ is ‘concerned with empirical clin-chiatry’ is ‘concerned with empirical clin-

ical methods strengthened by the results ofical methods strengthened by the results of

research, which then enable theory to beresearch, which then enable theory to be

formulated and eventually applied to prac-formulated and eventually applied to prac-

tice . . . [the approach] is a balanced one,tice . . . [the approach] is a balanced one,

avoiding the extremes of enthusiasm andavoiding the extremes of enthusiasm and

bold claims, but not settling down into abold claims, but not settling down into a

stagnant acceptance of things as they are’.stagnant acceptance of things as they are’.

Many might see Rutter’s conclusion, thatMany might see Rutter’s conclusion, that

both the ‘maternal’ and the ‘deprivation’ inboth the ‘maternal’ and the ‘deprivation’ in

the term ‘maternal deprivation’ are mis-the term ‘maternal deprivation’ are mis-

leading, as typically ‘Maudsley’. However,leading, as typically ‘Maudsley’. However,

the dissection of the various ways in whichthe dissection of the various ways in which

bonds between a child and a range of otherbonds between a child and a range of other

people can be disrupted or distorted, in apeople can be disrupted or distorted, in a

range of contexts, and with a variety ofrange of contexts, and with a variety of

outcomes to which subsequent events con-outcomes to which subsequent events con-

tribute, marks a major advance in thinking.tribute, marks a major advance in thinking.

On re-reading this book, I was struck by theOn re-reading this book, I was struck by the

fertility of the hypotheses; many adumbratefertility of the hypotheses; many adumbrate

themes central to research in developmentalthemes central to research in developmental

psychiatry today, for example, the study ofpsychiatry today, for example, the study of

individual differences, or gene–environ-individual differences, or gene–environ-

ment correlations as well as interactions.ment correlations as well as interactions.

Reductionism does not work well in theReductionism does not work well in the

study of development, but this book showsstudy of development, but this book shows

that scientific rigour need not thereforethat scientific rigour need not therefore

suffer.suffer.

Systems thinkingSystems thinking

Reading Gregory Bateson’s bookReading Gregory Bateson’s book Steps toSteps to

an Ecology of Mindan Ecology of Mind (Bateson, 1972) and(Bateson, 1972) and

the writings of others of the Palo Altothe writings of others of the Palo Alto

school in the late 1970s was exhilarating. Ischool in the late 1970s was exhilarating. I

felt my thinking was hugely broadened byfelt my thinking was hugely broadened by

systems theory. The realisation that allsystems theory. The realisation that all

communications have a factual (or report)communications have a factual (or report)

level as well as a relationship-defining (orlevel as well as a relationship-defining (or

command) level has become central to mycommand) level has become central to my

thinking about relationships – the seem-thinking about relationships – the seem-

ingly simple statement ‘the door is open’ingly simple statement ‘the door is open’

can have various meanings depending oncan have various meanings depending on

who is saying it to whom; for example, bosswho is saying it to whom; for example, boss
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to employee, or employee to boss. Whetherto employee, or employee to boss. Whether

this is truly an example of Russell’s ‘logicalthis is truly an example of Russell’s ‘logical

types’ as claimed I am unsure, but thetypes’ as claimed I am unsure, but the

source of many problems in communica-source of many problems in communica-

tion clearly lies in the levels becomingtion clearly lies in the levels becoming

confused in the minds of the communica-confused in the minds of the communica-

tors. Also extremely helpful were the ideastors. Also extremely helpful were the ideas

that the behaviour of individuals maythat the behaviour of individuals may

reflect patterns of interaction in a system;reflect patterns of interaction in a system;

that the solution may become the problem;that the solution may become the problem;

that information is ‘difference’; that causesthat information is ‘difference’; that causes

are ‘circular’ but capable of punctuation inare ‘circular’ but capable of punctuation in

many possible ways; that systems maymany possible ways; that systems may

fragment through ‘symmetrical’ or ‘com-fragment through ‘symmetrical’ or ‘com-

plementary’ processes; and that change andplementary’ processes; and that change and

resistance to it are usually best conceptua-resistance to it are usually best conceptua-

lised in systems terms. The testability oflised in systems terms. The testability of

systems theories in the Popperian sensesystems theories in the Popperian sense

remains unclear.remains unclear.

My interest in these ideas was originallyMy interest in these ideas was originally

driven by an involvement in family therapydriven by an involvement in family therapy

research. I found ‘paradoxical interven-research. I found ‘paradoxical interven-

tions’ troubling; too often they seemed totions’ troubling; too often they seemed to

be covert manipulations of the family andbe covert manipulations of the family and

an abuse of the therapist’s power. Butan abuse of the therapist’s power. But

sometimes, if respect for the family wassometimes, if respect for the family was

preserved, they appeared to enable newpreserved, they appeared to enable new

behaviours. I confess that I sometimes usebehaviours. I confess that I sometimes use

elements of this approach when all else haselements of this approach when all else has

failed to ‘free up’ a ‘stuck’ system.failed to ‘free up’ a ‘stuck’ system.

More recently, systems thinking hasMore recently, systems thinking has

been especially helpful to me as a manager,been especially helpful to me as a manager,

both as medical director and dean. Gettingboth as medical director and dean. Getting

the best out of people, quality improve-the best out of people, quality improve-

ment, organisational change, translatingment, organisational change, translating

research into practice – these are essentiallyresearch into practice – these are essentially

systems problems. The ‘double bind’ maysystems problems. The ‘double bind’ may

not cause schizophrenia, but it is certainlynot cause schizophrenia, but it is certainly

unpleasant to be on the receiving end;unpleasant to be on the receiving end;

injunctions to meet mutually inconsistentinjunctions to meet mutually inconsistent

National Health Service performanceNational Health Service performance

indicators provide some good examples.indicators provide some good examples.

Reading Bateson helps.Reading Bateson helps.

Fictional insightsFictional insights

I would not take any of the above books toI would not take any of the above books to

a desert island. Shakespeare and some ofa desert island. Shakespeare and some of

the classics would be my choices there. Ithe classics would be my choices there. I

have not included novels in my nine bookshave not included novels in my nine books

so far because, although they are indis-so far because, although they are indis-

pensable to enriching our store of ‘mean-pensable to enriching our store of ‘mean-

ingful connections’, in my view they rarelyingful connections’, in my view they rarely

effectively address mental illness. This iseffectively address mental illness. This is

not to deny that some novels do get close tonot to deny that some novels do get close to

the understandability boundary betweenthe understandability boundary between

sanity and insanity; Ishiguro’ssanity and insanity; Ishiguro’s When WeWhen We

Were OrphansWere Orphans (Ishiguro, 2001) and Un-(Ishiguro, 2001) and Un-

sworth’ssworth’s Losing NelsonLosing Nelson (Unsworth, 2000)(Unsworth, 2000)

spring to mind as recent examples. Never-spring to mind as recent examples. Never-

theless, mental illness itself seems elusive;theless, mental illness itself seems elusive;

but then, that is its very nature.but then, that is its very nature.

I include one novel as representative:I include one novel as representative:

The EmigrantsThe Emigrants (Sebald, 1996). I have(Sebald, 1996). I have

selected it on the quite arbitrary basis thatselected it on the quite arbitrary basis that

it is the most recent ‘great’ novel I haveit is the most recent ‘great’ novel I have

read. Born in 1944, the German W. G.read. Born in 1944, the German W. G.

Sebald died tragically in a road accident inSebald died tragically in a road accident in

2001. He arrived in England in 1966, and2001. He arrived in England in 1966, and

from 1987 was Professor of Europeanfrom 1987 was Professor of European

Literature at the University of East Anglia.Literature at the University of East Anglia.

He started writing novels late and did so inHe started writing novels late and did so in

German. However, the translation ofGerman. However, the translation of TheThe

EmigrantsEmigrants, by the poet Michael Hulse, is, by the poet Michael Hulse, is

very fine. The book, which has been termedvery fine. The book, which has been termed

a ‘hybrid novel’, is hard to describe: aa ‘hybrid novel’, is hard to describe: a

unique combination of novel, memoir,unique combination of novel, memoir,

biography, history, travelogue and photo-biography, history, travelogue and photo-

graphy collection. It deals superbly with thegraphy collection. It deals superbly with the

subject of memory, and the ways in whichsubject of memory, and the ways in which

people are driven at different stages in theirpeople are driven at different stages in their

lives to recover or obliterate it, and with thelives to recover or obliterate it, and with the

profound experiences associated with exileprofound experiences associated with exile

and displacement. The author exploresand displacement. The author explores

these themes through four tangentiallythese themes through four tangentially

linked stories, set in 20th century Europe,linked stories, set in 20th century Europe,

dealing with attempts to establish a sense ofdealing with attempts to establish a sense of

identity and personal continuity against aidentity and personal continuity against a

background of cultural disruption. Evenbackground of cultural disruption. Even

childhood displacement followed by a life-childhood displacement followed by a life-

time of apparent stability may leave a marktime of apparent stability may leave a mark

that becomes more rather than less indel-that becomes more rather than less indel-

ible with age. The writing is at the sameible with age. The writing is at the same

time limpid and dream-like, yet despite thetime limpid and dream-like, yet despite the

latter, often minutely detailed in the de-latter, often minutely detailed in the de-

scriptions of places, buildings and objects.scriptions of places, buildings and objects.

Old photographs pepper the book; theseOld photographs pepper the book; these

add an eerie sense to locations and char-add an eerie sense to locations and char-

acters of a time lost that resonates wonder-acters of a time lost that resonates wonder-

fully with the moods of the text. For afully with the moods of the text. For a

psychiatrist who practises in a societypsychiatrist who practises in a society

where increasingly large sections of thewhere increasingly large sections of the

community are composed of immigrants,community are composed of immigrants,

displaced persons or refugees, this book isdisplaced persons or refugees, this book is

invaluable.invaluable.

A final commentA final comment

Today, the pressures on academics toToday, the pressures on academics to

produce peer-reviewed, data-based papersproduce peer-reviewed, data-based papers

for eminent journals are not conducive tofor eminent journals are not conducive to

writing books (as distinct from editingwriting books (as distinct from editing

them). Also, an impatient world in thrallthem). Also, an impatient world in thrall

to the sound bite does not incline readers toto the sound bite does not incline readers to

tackle big books such as Jaspers’. Theretackle big books such as Jaspers’. There

will, of course, always be key questions thatwill, of course, always be key questions that

are best treated across the span of a book –are best treated across the span of a book –

but will there continue to be authorsbut will there continue to be authors

prepared to write them? The enterpriseprepared to write them? The enterprise

requires a special kind of commitment.requires a special kind of commitment.
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